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Important Notice
The content of information contained in these slides and the accompanying verbal presentation (together, the “Presentation”) has not been approved by an authorised person 

within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). Reliance upon this Presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may 

expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. If any person is in any doubt as to the contents of this Presentation, they should 

seek independent advice from a person who is authorised for the purposes of FSMA and who specialises in advising in investments of this kind.

This Presentation is being supplied to you solely for your information. This Presentation has been prepared by, and is the sole responsibility of, Sunrise Resources plc (the “Company”). The directors of the Company have taken all 

reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated herein are true to the best of their knowledge, information and belief. This Presentation does not constitute, or form part of, an admission document, listing particulars or a prospectus relating to 

the Company, nor does it constitute, or form part of, any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares in the Company nor shall it or any part of it, or the fact of its distribution, form the 

basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into any contract therefor.

The information in this Presentation is provided as at the date of this presentation and as such is preliminary in nature, has not been fully verified by the Company and is subject to material amendment, updating and change. The Company 

undertake no obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or any additional information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information which may become apparent. This 

document sets out certain features of the Company and does not purport to provide a complete description of the Company or the shares in the Company.

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this Presentation or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness thereof, nor is any responsibility accepted for any errors, misstatements in, or omission 

from, this Presentation or any direct or consequential loss however arising from any use of, or reliance on, this Presentation or otherwise in connection with it. By accepting this Presentation you confirm, represent and warrant that you have 

consented to receive information in respect of securities of the Company and other price-affected securities (as defined in the Criminal Justice Act 1993 (“CJA”)) which makes you an “insider” for the purposes of Part V of the CJA, and you 

agree not to deal in any securities of the Company until such time as the inside information (as defined in the CJA) of which you have been made aware has been made public for the purposes of the CJA.

This Presentation may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other person, or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior consent of the Company. The contents of this Presentation are confidential 

and are subject to updating, completion, revision, further verification and amendment without notice.

The Presentation is being distributed on request only to, and is directed at, authorised persons or exempt persons within the meaning of FSMA or any order made thereunder or to those persons falling within the following articles of the 

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (the “Financial Promotion Order”): Investment Professionals (as defined in Article 19(5)) and High Net Worth Companies (as defined in Article 

49(2)). Persons who do not fall within any of these definitions should not rely on this Presentation nor take any action upon it but should return it immediately to the Company. This Presentation is exempt from the general restriction in section 

21 of FSMA relating to the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is made only to certain categories of persons.

Neither this Presentation, nor any part of it, nor anything contained or referred to in it, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of or be relied on in any connection with or act as an inducement in relation to a decision to purchase or 

subscribe for or enter into any contract or make any other commitment whatsoever in relation to any such securities.  Recipients of this Presentation who decide to subscribe for the new ordinary shares in the Company are reminded that any 

application to so subscribe may only be made on the basis set out in the formal placing letters. In particular, details included in this Presentation are subject to updating, revision, verification and amendment and refer to events as having 

occurred which have not occurred at the date of this presentation but which are expected to happen in the future. This Presentation does not constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company. By receiving and/or attending 

this Presentation, you agree to be bound by the restrictions in this disclaimer.  If you are in any doubt about the investment to which this Presentation relates, you should consult a person authorised under FSMA who specialises in advising on 

the acquisition of shares and other securities.

Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it should be distributed, directly or indirectly, by any means (including electronic transmission) to any persons with addresses in the United States of America (or any of its territories or possessions) 

(together, the “US”), Canada, Japan, Australia, the Republic of South Africa or the Republic of Ireland, or to any corporation, partnership or other entity created or organised under the laws thereof, or in any other country outside the United 

Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory requirement. The recipients should inform themselves about and observe any such requirements or relationship.

The Company’s ordinary shares have not been, and are not expected to be, registered under the United States Securities Act 1933, as amended, (the “US Securities Act”) or under the securities laws of any other jurisdiction, and are not 

being offered or sold, directly or indirectly, within or into the US, Canada, Japan, Australia, the Republic of South Africa or the Republic of Ireland or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US persons or any national, citizen or resident of the 

US, Canada, Japan, Australia, the Republic of South Africa or the Republic of Ireland, unless such offer or sale would qualify for an exemption from registration under the US Securities Act and/or any other applicable securities laws.

Forward-looking Statements

This Presentation or documents referred to in it contain forward-looking statements. These statements relate to the future prospects developments and business strategies of the Company and its subsidiaries (the “Group”). Forward-looking 

statements are identified by the use of such terms as “believe”, “could”, “envisage”, “estimate”, “potential”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “will” or the negative of those, variations or comparable expressions, including references to assumptions. The 

forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation are based on current expectations and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by those statements. If 

one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialises, or if underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Group’s actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected. Given these risks and uncertainties, potential 

investors should not place any reliance on forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this Presentation. No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, expressed or implied, is 

made or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its directors, officers, partners, employees or advisers or any other person as to the accuracy or the completeness of the information or opinions contained herein and to the extent 

permitted by law no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or opinions. Notwithstanding the aforesaid, nothing in this paragraph shall exclude liability for any representation or warranty made fraudulently. 

This Presentation contains statements regarding the past performance of the Company’s ordinary shares. Past performance cannot be relied upon as a guide to future performance
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Strategy & Business Model 

The Principal Activity of the Company is the acquisition, exploration and 
development of mineral projects, primarily in Nevada and the western USA. 

Our Strategy is to develop the CS Pozzolan-Perlite Project through to 
profitable production in order that the Company’s activities become self-funding 
and to unlock the value inherent in its portfolio of mineral projects through sale, 
joint venture or other arrangements. 

The Company’s Business Model is to acquire 100% ownership of mineral 
assets at minimal expense. This usually involves staking claims or applying for 
exploration licences from the relevant authority. In some cases, rights are 
negotiated with existing project owners for initially low periodic payments that 
rise over time as confidence in the project value increases.

4 Sunrise Resources plc27 January 2022



Focus - Nevada, USA
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Nevada:

• Consistently voted a top jurisdiction in the world for 

investment based on the Frazer Institute’s 

“Investment Attractiveness Index” (Annual Survey of 

Mining Companies).

• One of the top gold producing jurisdictions in the 

world.

• Is a significant producer of copper and industrial 

minerals.

• 63% of land area is public land (forty-eight million 

acres) where mineral rights can be “claimed” under 

the Mining Law of 1872.

• Has a robust mine permitting process.

27 January 2022



Focus – Industrial Minerals
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Industrial Minerals 

• Less complex geology.

• Shorter lead time from production to mine-ready:

• Gold Project –typically 10 years

• Base metals typically 15 years

• CS Project – 4 years.

• Can be highly profitable.

• Less competition for exploration targets’

• Often have complex marketing requirements.

• Can be difficult to value except on a cash flow 

basis.

27 January 2022



2021 – Year in Review 
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Summary

CS Pozzolan-Perlite Project

• 500-ton pozzolan bulk sample delivered to large Cement & Ready Mix Company (CRMC).

• Pozzolan bulk sample ground successfully by the CRMC to target size and utilised successfully in commercial trials.

• Commercial trials for perlite expansion continuing – further 200-ton bulk sample extracted.

• Additional market opportunity identified for Lightweight Aggregate– initial tests favourable.

• Negotiations advancing with CRMC for joint development of the CS Project.

• Positive market developments in 2021 for both materials.

Precious Metals Exploration

• High grade silver assays received from dill testing at Clayton Silver Project, Nevada.

• High grade gold results from maiden drill programme at Baker’s Gold Project, Western Australia.

Project Dealings/Divestments

• Leased/Option Jackson’s Wash project to gold major Kinross Gold, retain right to mine perlite.

• Sold Garfield and Stonewall projects to Power Metal Resources plc for cash, shares and retained royalty.

New Industrial Minerals Projects - Looking to the next development opportunity

• Seeking to reproduce the CS Project in other regional centres of concrete demand In western States. 

- Acquired Hazen Pozzolan Project targeting pozzolan markets northern California and Nevada.

• Pioche Sepiolite project – initial samples favourable – joint field evaluation with existing European industrial Minerals 

Producer.

27 January 2022



Financials – Year to 30 September 2021
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• Loss for year: £335,252.

• Administrative expenses: £319,630 
6.6% above 2020.

• Cash position: £371,740.

• Overheads carefully managed, 
administration and staff costs shared 
with Tertiary Minerals plc.

• No share issues in 2020-21 except 
through issue of warrants and in 
settlement of directors fees.

27 January 2022



CS POZZOLAN-PERLITE PROJECT

A mine-ready industrial minerals project

27 January 2022

Extracting 500t  bulk sample of natural pozzolan for CRMC
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Natural Pozzolan 101

A Pozzolan is a silica or silica and aluminium rich material which 

will, in the presence of moisture, chemically react with lime at 

ordinary temperatures to form compounds possessing cement-like 

properties.

Pozzolans can be: 

• Industrial by-products e.g. coal-fired power station fly ash, 

blast furnace slag, etc.

• Natural – various glassy volcanic materials such as tuff, 

tephra, pumice & perlite (e.g. CS Project deposits)

Pozzolans are part of a group of materials called Supplementary 

Cementitious Materials (SCM) that substitute for cement in 

concrete and mortars and which can improve the strength and 

durability of concrete structures significantly reducing the impact of 

concrete cancer.

The Romans were the first to use natural pozzolan on a grand 

scale to construct public buildings, monuments, & infrastructure 

such as roads and ports, many of which have endured for over 

2,000 years.

Industrial pozzolans, mainly coal power station fly ash, have 

become widely used in concrete since the 1970s but supply of fly 

ash is now declining quickly.
What did the Romans ever do for us?

27 January 2022
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Pont du Gard

Pantheon Dome

Concrete cancer 
in recent build

Many ancient structures built with 

natural pozzolan survive today

Hagia Sophia Mosque  Istanbul 

Natural Pozzolan in Roman Structures

The Pantheon Dome (above)

43.4 m span 2,000 years old and still the world’s largest 

concrete dome suspended without reinforcement. 

“Made entirely out of concrete, without the reinforcing 

support of structural steel, no modern engineer would 

dare attempt such a feat.” Nor would modern building 

engineering codes allow it - today’s Portland cement 

concrete simply isn’t good enough” (David Moore, The 

Roman Pantheon: The Triumph of Concrete)

27 January 2022



Natural Pozzolan – Why now?
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Year 2000

Year 2019

Global coal power plants

Ref: Carbon Brief

https://www.carbonbrief.org/mapped-

worlds-coal-power-plants

Coal Power Station Closures

27 January 2022
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The future? No major coal plants in the Western USA or Western Europe

Coal Power Station Closures

27 January 2022



Pozzolan Market Developments in 2021
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Use of natural pozzolan as a replacement for fly ash is being by the
stimulated by Climate change agenda:

• COP 26 Climate Change Conference:

• Most countries agree to phase out coal power generation.
• China & India agree to phase down coal power generation.

.

Cement production is CURRENTLY responsible for 
7-8% of global carbon emissions 

27 January 2022

& the “greening” of the cement & concrete industries:

• California introduced “Cement Decarbonisation Legislation” requiring zero carbon emissions from cement production by
2045. Similar Federal legislation is expected to follow.

• US Portland Cement Association publishes “Roadmap to Carbon Neutrality” where one key is increasing substation of
cement with SCMs like natural pozzolan.

• Concrete producers under increasing pressure from specifiers to produce concrete with less “embodied” carbon.

• US State Departments of Transport set to mandate use of SCM’s in State infrastructure projects.

& US Government economic stimulus:

• US Congress approved $1trillion infrastructure bill should increase concrete demand.
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CS Project – Mine Ready

Mine Plan Full Build-out• Permitted for production – first drill hole to issue of mine 

permit just 4 years. 

• Long-life project – 27-year mine plan targeting production 

of:

➢ 14.5 million tons of pozzolan at starting at rate of 

100,000t per year climbing up to 500,000t per 

year.

➢ 1.3 million tons perlite starting at minimum rate of 

20,000t per year climbing up to 100,000t per year  

(for 15 years). 

• Large unexplored areas potentially increase mine life.

• Open pit operation with Low strip ratios: 0.25 tons waste 

per ton ore in Main Zone, 0.16 in Tuff Zone, most waste 

mined after Year 8.

• Adjacent to County maintained road, 120KV power line and 

9 miles off Highway 6.

• 20 minutes from Tonopah (regional town).

• Targeting pozzolan markets in southern California and 

Nevada and raw perlite markets throughout the USA.

Main Zone

Tuff Zone

27 January 2022
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CS Pozzolan – Target Markets

Southern California

Southern Nevada 

CS PROJECT

Tonopah

Tonopah, Nevada

California and Nevada are the most affected 

states in the fly ash supply crisis as:

• Most distant from main power plant 

sources in mid-west and eastern states (no 

significant fly ash production in N. 

California or Nevada).  

• Supplies from Navajo power plant in 

Arizona, the largest plant west of the 

Mississippi and 3rd largest emitter of CO2

in US, ceased as plant closed in late 2019.

• 13 coal-fired power stations in the US 

announced closure plans in 2020.

Current market for pozzolans in Nevada and 

California is approx.1.4 million tons.

Natural pozzolan pricing estimate $90-120/ton 

as fly ash replacement depending on market 

location.

Sunrise Resources plc27 January 2022
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CS Project – Production Options

Pozzolan:

Low Capital Cost Start up Option (c. $1m) –

Sell run of mine ore to cement companies –

➢ Low risk, lower cost but lower value 

product.

Investment Option (c.$30m) – Build a 

grinding facility (off site) to produce a fine 

ground pozzolan for sale to the cement and

ready-mix concrete markets.

➢ Requires capital investment - higher value 

product with larger market.

27 January 2022



Perlite:

Low Capital Cost Start up Option  (c.$2-3m)

Produce only coarse horticultural grade raw perlite 

using contract mobile crushing and screening 

operation. 

➢ Low risk, lower cost single perlite product with by-

product pozzolan for sale to cement companies. 

Investment Option (c. $10 million) - Build a fixed 

perlite processing plant to produce a range of perlite 

products for horticulture and industrial applications. 

Preliminary plant design completed.

➢ Require higher capital investment but achieves 

higher utilisation of the perlite resource for perlite 

markets.

19 Sunrise Resources plc

Perlite screening plant Milos, Greece

Mobile crushing & screening plant

CS Project – Production Options

27 January 2022



Perlite – Uses and Markets  

Perlite is a glassy volcanic raw material which, when heated in a

furnace, pops like popcorn and expands up to 20 times in volume

into a white or pale coloured, low density material used in various

household and industrial applications such as:

Horticulture (Coarse perlite - 16% of total usage)

• A potting medium in gardening and horticulture to aid water

retention and aeration and a favoured growing medium for

cannabis.

Construction uses medium and fine perlite (84% of total usage)

• Insulation.

• Paint texturing, plaster and concrete fillers.

• Ceiling tiles and wallboard jointing compounds.

• Fire proofing.

• Industrial cryogenic storage vessels (e.g. LNG Tankers).

Demand linked to construction industry demand.

Other major use of fine perlite is in beer and wine filtration.

20 Sunrise Resources plc27 January 2022



• World production 3.4 million tonnes (USGS2020) : China 38%, Turkey 19%, Greece 21%, 

USA 15%

• US Consumption 610,000 tons consumed, 31% imported (USGS 2020)

• Only three large perlite mines – all now downstream integrated with their own expansion 

plants

• Numerous expansion plants in 27 states. Many are independent with no captive mine supply

• Last independent mining company now taken over by multinational and moving down stream 

to compete with its customers

• Opportunity to supply raw perlite to independent expanders

• Raw perlite (horticultural grade) : c $90-100/ton ex-mine

• Expanded Perlite average $350/t >$850/t for filter grade

Imports into 

eastern states

from Greece

21 Sunrise Resources plc

CS Perlite - Markets
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Perlite Market Developments 2021
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US supplies of horticultural grade raw perlite to independent
perlite expanders severely curtailed in 2021:

• Largest US raw perlite supplier, Cornerstone Minerals, taken over by
multinational downstream integrated industrial minerals company Imerys.
Raw perlite now reserved for own downstream consumption.

• Second major raw material supplier, Dicaperl, ceased supplying independent
expanders.

Good opportunity for new suppliers of raw perlite to supply to independent
expanders.

& Demand at record highs:

• Demand for raw perlite has been at record highs and independent expanders
have been reluctant to take commercial furnaces offline to test new sources
and filling supply gap with inferior imported perlite at higher cost to their
business.

27 January 2022
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New Opportunity for CS Pozzolan

Lightweight Aggregate (LWA)

• Screened CS pozzolan may be suitable for 
sale as lightweight aggregate for use in 
lightweight concrete blocks and 
lightweight artificial stone veneers .

• Large and valuable market in earthquake 
prone California. 

• Existing pozzolan producers also produce   
large quantities of LWA. 

• Two main producers of LWA produce 100-
500,00tpa each.

27 January 2022
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Looking to the future…………

• Building on the Company’s experience with industrial minerals 
and the CS Project.

• Applying the business model to other region centres of cement 
and concrete consumption in the Western States 

• First new project acquired - Hazen Pozzolan Project

27 January 2022
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Hazen Pozzolan Deposit

Second pozzolan project for the Company.

• Complementary to CS Project. 

• Targeting northern Nevada and northern 
California pozzolan (CS project targeting 
southern California and southern Nevada  
markets ).

• Preliminary test sample results suggest 
Hazen pumice is high quality natural 
pozzolan.

• ASTM C618 strength testing equal to CS 
natural pozzolan and other commercial 
natural pozzolans.

• Material now being tested by a number of 
cement companies.

27 January 2022



Hazen Pozzolan - Markets

Northern Nevada 

Northern California HAZEN PROJECT

Sunrise Resources plc

NEVADA CEMENT PLANT
NEVADA CEMENT PLANT

Location:

• Adjacent to Gravel Road.

• 9 miles from Highway and Rail siding.

• 20 miles from nearest cement plant

(Nevada Cement).

• Road and rail inked to major markets 

of Northern California.

27 January 2022
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Pioche Sepiolite Project (New)

Sepiolite 

• Is a non-swelling, lightweight, porous clay which 
has very high surface area and porosity. 

• Has outstanding sorption capacity and colloidal 
properties making Sepiolite a valuable material for 
a wide range of industrial applications (up to 
$1,000/ton).

• Is globally rare in commercial scale deposits.

Pioche sepiolite

• Initial samples confirm high levels of sepiolite in 
outcrop.

• Field visit recently completed with European 
sepiolite producer.

• Samples in Europe for testing of commercial 
properties.

NEVADA

27 January 2022



Precious Metal Exploration

27 January 2022

Drilling at the Clayton Silver-Gold Project 



Clayton Silver-Gold Project, Nevada

Sunrise Resources plc29

• Drill Hole results from first drill hole completed to 
twin historical hole CL-15.

• Massive quartz vein and quartz breccia 

intersected in target zone between 83.52m and 

91.44m downhole (true thickness unknown) 

containing fine grained disseminated sulphides 

including mineral logged as the silver sulphide 

mineral acanthite.

• Recovered core from a 7.92m mineralised 

interval graded 303 g/t (8.84 ounces/ton) 

silver and 0.2 g/t gold (from 82.30m down hole, 

1.98m of no core recovery in this interval).

• Includes 4.27m interval grading 408 g/t (11.89 

ounces/ton) silver and 0.23 g/t gold from 

83.82m depth.

• 84% higher silver grade in hole 20CLDD001 

compared to twinned 1980s-hole CL-15 which 

reported 7.62m grading 165 g/t silver (4.8 

ounces/ton) and 0.4 g/t gold.

27 January 2022



Baker’s Gold Project – Australia 

The Project is located:

• 25 kilometres south-east of Meekatharra in the 
Murchison Goldfield of Western Australia. 

• on the eastern limb of the Meekatharra Greenstone Belt 
which has yielded several million ounces of gold from 
present and past producing gold mines.

Sunrise has previously carried out mapping and three rounds 
of soil sampling generating a number of gold-in-soil 
anomalies.

30

No Aboriginal archaeological or ethnographic issues 

identified in Heritage Survey.
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DLR 4 target 

Broad gold-in-soil

anomaly)

Baker’s Gold Project – High Grade Gold

• Drill testing of the Dicky Lee pit encountered multiple narrow 
zones of low-grade Au mineralisation – inc. 
1m grading 2.2 g/t gold.

• Hole 21SBRC002 on DLR4 Target intersected 2m grading 
14.4 g/t gold from 64m downhole: includes 1m grading 26.5g/t 
gold from 64m.

• Follow up drilling now required.

2m @ 14.4g/t gold
inc. 1m @26.5g/t gold



Company Assets
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Industrial Minerals Projects (Nevada)
• CS Pozzolan Perlite Project
• Hazen pozzolan project
• Newperl Perlite Project
• Pioche Sepiolite Project
• County Line Diatomite Project

Precious Metal Projects 
Nevada:
• Clayton Silver Project 
• Bay State Silver Project
• Myrtle Gold-Silver project
• Newark Gold Project

Australia:
• Baker’s Gold project

Whilst the focus has been on development of the CS Project the Company has a large portfolio of 
industrial mineral and precious metal projects:

27 January 2022



Royalty Interests

As a result of the ongoing divestment of non-core assts the Company holds shares and royalty 

interest in the following exploration projects being operated by other companies:

Royalties:

3% Net Smelter Royalty - Junction Cu-Ag-Au Project 
(Project operated by TSX:V listed VR Resources Ltd. VR can purchase half of 3% royalty for US$500,000 

per 0.5%).

2% Net Smelter Royalty - Garfield Cu-Ag-Au Project
(Project operated by Golden Metal Resources LLC (“GMR”), a subsidiary of AIM traded Power Metal 

Resources plc. GMR can purchase half of 3% royalty for US$1,000,000).

2% Net Smelter Royalty – Stonewall Epithermal Au Project
(Project operated by Golden Metal Resources LLC (“GMR”), a subsidiary of AIM traded Power Metal 

Resources plc. GMR can purchase half of 3% royalty for US$1,000,000).

33 Sunrise Resources plc27 January 2022



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Contact:

Sunrise Resources plc

info@sunriseresourcesplc.com 27 January 2022


